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Varun DhawanJacqueline FernandezTaapsi PannuRajpal YadavSachin. Patanjali: The Vedas consist of nine books and they are
called "Sutras". Why, in fact, the Vedas? The fact is that each of these books has its own author, and this is a recognized fact.
Therefore, only recognized teachers write in the Vedas, who do not share their knowledge among students, although many of
them possess them. What does it mean for the mind to repeat the same thing? Is it the same sound? Are these the same words?
Is it the same plot? No. It just repeats. Once Srila Prabhupada asked me a question: "Listen, have you already repeated all this?
Where did you see this?" I say, "No, there is no such thing in the Vedic literature." He says: â€œWell, then weâ€™ll try it now.
It will be first, it will be later. This is how consciousness, memory works. First you remember one thing, then you forget it, and
then you remember something again and forget tooâ€� . Now, the repetition... (you can say) "Listen" just means "listen."The
Mahabharata says "listen to me, for I am Bhagavan, it is true. Some think I am a spirit, others think I am Shiva and everyone
around me is walking." In fact, I am exactly the same as you, and I am the same as all of you, like any person. I am unique in
that I belong to Lord Sri Krishna. Each of you has a soul. The soul is a small seed that is in you. Someone is lying, someone is
awake. The soul is like a grain. We were originally created as one. And both the soul and your body exist forever. However, as a
result of our life, our soul first fully opens up on a spiritual level, then reaches physical life and tries to reach a body that has a
character that matches it, and not one that matches itself. Now, due to our past life, we are basically material, so our soul, which
is in the body, longs for material enjoyment, because matter is the enjoyment that the soul can only give. And so, depending on
the level of development, we either go up or go down. But some souls, thanks to the effort, thanks
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